Types of dominance in frontal teeth
in natural permanent dentition
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The main purpose of esthetic dental treatment is achieving a beautiful smile. One of the biggest challenges to the clinician is to
recreate the expectations and desires of the patient in natural forms of the teeth that are
orderly in optimal harmonious unity. (13) The clinical aspects and methods for
achieving optimal results in dental treatment are known and described in the dental literature. There are different standpoints concerning the esthetical parameters.
The main constructive block in establishing the frame of the smile is the size of the
teeth. The exact size of the teeth allows arranging successfully the maxillary frontal
teeth in the esthetic region. The common understanding in esthetic dentistry about the
size of the teeth is thought to be their width and height and the ratio between those
two parameters. Chu, St. has found the average parameters for width of the upper
central incisors, lateral incisors and canines emphasizing that women's frontal teeth are
smaller than men's with average 0.5-1 mm.(6)
Many authors try to define the objective criteria for evaluation of the smile esthetics
(1, 2, 7, 11, 16).Ward, H. examines the preferences for smile design and

Purpose: The main challenge in that research is the analysis of the
harmonic unity between widths, heights and areas of maxillary frontal teeth in
the natural dentition. Also to be defined the proportional ratios between them.
Knowing those proportions we can create a frame of the smile in a natural
harmony with the face.
Material: To this purpose, 74 students have been examined in the
research, 38 men and 36 women, all of from the Faculty of Dental Medicine,
Medical University of Sofia, their age is between 18 and 30 years.
The selected students are with preserved natural dentition, without gingival
recessions, orthodontic anomalies and prosthetic restorations in the frontal area
of upper and lower jaw.
The left and right segment of the frontal teeth of every examined person have
been measured. Every segment includes central incisor, lateral incisor and canine.
148 dental segment of upper jaw have been studied, 76 men's and 72 women's
respectively.
Method: A photography in full-face has been taken of every examined
person with retracted lips under standardized conditions.
The apparatus has been installed to a photographic tripod with laser photo
stand, radiating vertical and horizontal lines perpendicular to each other. When
taking the photography in full-face the head is in a position like the Frankfurt
horizontal plane is parallel to the floor and the horizontal laser ray concurs it and
the vertical ray concurs with the median line of the face.
The lips of the patient are retracted with the help of a retractor and behind the
maxillary frontal teeth is placed a black contrasting tool. The focus of the
apparatus is pointed to the middle of the line between the two central incisors.
Over the contrasting tool is placed a sticker with sizes 1cm/1cm, graduated of
every millimeter.
The pictures are processed with AutoCad (Autodesk, Sand Ragael, USA
software.
They are inscribed in a standard frame in such a way that teeth in the frontal
area to the distal surfaces of the first premolars to be placed in the frame.
Every single tooth from the group of the incisors and canines is inscribed in a
rectangle which height matches the height of the tooth and the width matches
the widest visible part of the tooth. (fig.1).

determines that the main factor influencing the
choice of 62% of examined persons is the general balance of the face, 23% - the size of
maxillary central incisors and 15% are influenced byother factors. (16)
The size of the central incisors is a key factor in designing the smile. The ratio
width/height varies between 75% and 78% according to most authors. (1), (15)
The ‘golden proportion’ is considered to be the most harmonic. According to it the smaller
part of some object refers to the bigger one as well as the bigger one to the whole object
(12).
According to contemporary research (7, 11) the rule of the ‘golden proportion’ cannot
be applied like a general rule. Gurel, G. (8) shares that opinion emphasizing that real
patients have different forms of dental arches, lips and facial proportions which have to be
taken into consideration for achieving optimal esthetic effect.
Many authors (5, 6, 12, 14, 17) try to develop methods or instruments for objective

examination of individual esthetic proportions.
The displayed proportions and ratios are difficult to be used in practice because of
their complexity and heterogeneity. That inculcates the introduction of simplified
graphic techniques that will allow easily and authentically to present those correlations
of the teeth. (4), (12)
Coachman, Ch., M. Calamita. (5) creates a protocol for digital smile design which is a
multifunctional instrument, helping to plan the treatment and communication
between the patients, dentist and the dental laboratory thus giving the opportunity for
maximum projection and visualization of the treatment plan.

concluded and accepted like generally valid.
The three main types of dominance are presented in the graphic in the following
order low, medium and high (fig. 2,3,4).

Table 2. Limits of the medium interval by indicators and by groups of examined
persons
The central incisor is the tooth that has the lowest degree of optical deformation in
the photograph because it is placed in the center of the lens focus. That is why the
parameters set for the central incisor are used as the starting point for defining the
types of dominance. The parameters of the maxillary lateral incisor have been accepted
as one when defining the proportions.
We examined the ratio width/hight of maxillary central incisor. Statistically
significant difference between men and women has been found only in the lower
interval.(Table 3)

Fig. 2 Low dominance

Fig. 3 Normal dominance

Table 3. Ratio width/hight of upper central incisors in percents
It was established that the higher values of the ratio width/hight of central
incisors corresponds to the lower values of dominance and th opposite.
All proportional ratios with values below the lower limit of the medium
interval have been determined as 'low' dominance and the proportional ratios
with values above the upper limit of the normal interval - as 'high' dominance.
Considering that three main types of dominance have been formed as follows:

Fig. 4 High dominance
On the diagram (fig.5) is shown the distribution of the examined segments by types
of dominance and by groups of examined persons. For every main type in the data are
included per cents of segments falling in the respective section.

Type 1: LOW DOMINANCE: Low central/low canine with two sections:
Section 1.1. Low central/norm canine
Section 1.2. Low central/high canine
Type 2: MEDIUM /NORMAL/ DOMINANCE: Norm central/norm canine
Section 2.1. Norm central/low canine
Section 2.2. Norm central/low canine
Type 3: HIGH DOMINANCE: High central/high canine
Section 3.1. High central/low canine
Section 3.2. High central/norm canine
Fig. 1. Pictures of a dentition, processed with AutoCAD (Autodesk, San Rafael,
USA) software.
Vertical lines are determined as passing through the zenith of the tooth cervical
area and the middle of the incisal edge respectively - through the top of the canine.
While processing the pictures it is calculated a coefficient of deformation in the
horizontal side of the square sticker placed on the contrasting tool. It is taken into
consideration the optical deviation of the image to its real size which is fixed and it
is 10 mm/10mm. The real size of the tooth is determined when multiplying the
coefficient to the measured sizes in the picture.
The ratios between the upper frontal teeth are determined:
• Widths: central/lateral and canine/lateral
• Heights: central/lateral and canine/lateral
• Areas: central/lateral and canine/lateral
Three intervals are defined considering the received data: low, medium, high for
every of the indicators.
Resaults and discussion:
In table 1 are shown the results from determining the average correlations
between the examined parameters of maxillary frontal teeth.

Table 1. Distribution of established parameters for maxillary frontal teeth, by
groups of examined persons
The data for the left and right segment of every examined person does not show
any statistically significant differences – р > 0.05 for all examined indicators so that the
results in the tables are presented for left and right segments in total , respectively for
men and women.
On the basis of received average correlations there have been defined lower and
upper limits of interval for every indicator; in that interval falls the norm called
'medium' or 'interval of the norm' (table 2).

A lot of research in the dental literature undoubtedly proves that there is a
significant difference in the size of the teeth in men and women (6). Based on that
we consider appropriately the proportions for defining the dominance of the
teeth to be calculated separately for men and women bearing in mind the average
values determined for each sex.
We examined the ratio between the widths, heights and areas of central
incisor, lateral incisor and canine for every segment as the second component
when determining the dominance.
According to widths we have the following proportions:
Low dominance to the width (Low central/low canine) is characterized by
proportion between the widths: 1.34:1:0.67 in men and 1.33:1:0.60 in women.
Medium (normal) dominance to the width (Norm central/norm canine) is
characterized by proportion between the widths: 1.54:1:0.85 in men and
1.52:1:0.83 in women.
High dominance to the width (High central/high canine) is characterized by
proportion between the widths: 1.81:1:1.06 in men and 1.77:1:1.14 in women.
According to heights we have the following proportions:
Low dominance to the height (Low central/low canine) is characterized by
proportion between the heights: 0.96:1:0.90 in men and 0.99:1:0.89 in women.
Medium (normal) dominance to the height (Norm central/norm canine) is
characterized by proportion between the heights: 1.16:1:1.05 in men and
1.14:1:1.01 in women.
High dominance to the height (High central/high canine) is characterized by
proportion between the heights: 1.45:1:1.28 in men and 1.25:1:1.14 in women.
According to areas we have the following proportions:
Low dominance to the areas (Low central/low canine) is characterized by
proportion between the areas: 1.41:1:0.65 in men and 1.37:1:0.56 in women.
Medium (normal) dominance to the areas (Norm central/norm canine) is
characterized by proportion between the areas: 1.79:1:0.91 in men and 1.74:1:0.83
in women.
High dominance to the areas (High central/high canine) is characterized by
proportion between the areas: 2.10:1:1.24 in men and 2.34:1:1.37 in women.
When examining the proportions of the widths two sections are found in low and
high interval in which segments of women are not defined.
When examining the proportions of the heights three sections are found in which
segments of men are not defined.
When examining the proportions of the areas one section is found in which segments of women are not defined. That confirms the standpoint for the difference
in proportions specific to women and men and the opinion of the authors
(7,9,14,15) that one universal proportion regarding the widths cannot be
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Fig.5 Distribution of the examined segments by types of dominance and by groups of
examined persons.
However the comparison of the data shows that in all three examined indicators widths, heights and areas the proportions of medium dominance both in men and
women prevail.
The examination of the proportions between widths, heights and areas of maxillary
frontal teeth, based on the concept of visagism, gives an opportunity to make the
following
Conclusions:
The design of maxillary frontal teeth, the characteristics of the lips and the shape
of the dental arch delivers a powerful nonverbal message. The dominance as a part of
the esthetic dental design has its emotional and expressive significance, which can be
classified as following:
Medium dominance in natural permanent dentition is characterized by a moderate
presence of maxillary central incisors when smiling. The lateral incisors are a little
shorter in height and closer in width. Canines have balancing role in the visual
perception of the dental composition as a whole. This balance is confirmed by the
displayed proportional ratios of maxillary frontal teeth: central incisor: lateral incisor:
canine characterizing that type of dominance:
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